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Abstract 
Let LOG be the set of logarithmic sequences, i.e., of convergent sequences (S.) satisfying lim(e.+ l/e.) = i, where 
e. = S. - S and S = lira S.. This paper is devoted to the comparison of four nonlinear sequence transforms on some 
subsets LF(r) of LOG. For any positive integer , LF(r) denotes the set of fixed point sequences (Sn) whose associated 
error sequences e, = S, - S (S = lim S.) have an asymptotic expansion of the following type: e.+ ~ = e. + ~:  ~ i aie~ +i,, 
where ~1 <0 and the quantity co(r)=½(r+ I ) -~t2~f  2 is different from zero. For (S.)eLF(r), there holds 
e. = a ,n -U '+ O(n-~**t/')logn), with al = ( - roq)  -U'. The four algorithms are, respectively, modifications of the 
e-algorithm and of the iterated A 2 transform, the iterated Lubkin's transform and the 0-algorithm of Brezinski. All of 
them accelerate he convergence of sequences in LF(r). We give accurate results concerning the asymptotic behaviour of 
transformed sequences. We also study two algorithms combining the second and third transforms. Numerical examples 
are given to illustrate theoretical results. 
Keywords: Convergence acceleration; Nonlinear sequence transforms 
1. Introduction and notations 
Let LOG be the set of logarithmic sequences, i.e., of convergent sequences (S.) satisfying 
lim(e.+l/e.) = 1, where e. = S . -  S and S = limS.. Although there is no universal algorithm 
accelerating (the convergence of) all sequences of LOG (see, e.g. [8, 7]), many subsets of LOG are 
accelerable (see, e.g. [2, 12, 13, 17-19, 21, 24]). Some interesting ones are those of fixed point 
sequences or of sequences having a particular asymptotic expansion. There exist many powerful 
algorithms, including the 0-algorithm of Brezinski [3], Lubkin's transform [16] and Levin's 
transforms [14] (see also [33]) accelerating these sequences. Their practical efficiency has already 
been compared in [31, 32]. Recently, some modifications of the Aitken's A 2 process and of the e and 
p algorithms have been proposed by different authors, e.g. [9, 10, 1], more recently, in 
[20-23, 26-29]. However, there are only few theoretical results comparing the efficiency of several 
algorithms on the same subsets of LOG and giving accurate informations about the asymptotic 
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behaviour of transformed sequences. In order to obtain such results, we have to restrict our study 
to very specific subsets of LOG, because in general the leading terms of asymptotic expansions 
obtained for transformed sequences have very complicated formal expressions in terms of the 
characteristic parameters ofthe initial sequence. Therefore most of the results are only generic ones, 
i.e., valid if we assume that the leading terms are nonzero (see e.g. [28, Theorems 1-4]). However, it 
is sometimes possible to obtain much more specific results for some classes of sequences. The 
present paper concentrates on interesting subsets of fixed point sequences denoted {LF(r), r >i 1 }. 
They are natural generalizations of the sets LF(1) = LOGF'~ recently studied by the author in the 
same context [27] (some results on LF(2)= LOGF~ are also given in [26]). But the results 
obtained for r > 1 cannot be deduced irectly from the case r = 1, although they coincide with the 
latter when r = 1. Moreover they provide sequences having asymptotic behaviours in O(n- ~/r), i.e., 
a full scale of slowly convergent sequences, for which it is possible to determine completely the 
behaviour of transformed sequences by four different algorithms, which is truly remarkable. LF(r) 
denotes the set of convergent fixed point sequences (S,), whose associated error sequences 
e. = S. - S (with S = lim S.) have the asymptotic expansion: 
e.+ 1 = f(e.)  = e. + ~_, ~ie] +it, 
i>~l 
where ~1 < 0 and the characteristic parameter 
co(r) = ½(r + 1) -- (~2/~) 
is assumed to be different from zero (see Section 3 for the exact role played by this constant). 
On this set, we compare four algorithms which are, respectively, a modified version of the 
e-algorithm (Algorithm A1), a modified version of the iterated A 2 algorithm (Algorithm A2), the 
iterated Lubkin's transform or 0z-algorithm (Algorithm A3) and the 0-algorithm of Brezinski 
(Algorithm A4). We prove that the kth column sequences generated by these algorithms have the 
same asymptotic order, but differ by the constants appearing in the leading terms of the asymptotic 
expansions of the errors. We also study two interesting algorithms, denoted respectively A5 and A6, 
combining A2 and A3 and giving improved convergence rates and/or upper and lower values for 
the limit. 
Numerical experiments confirm the theoretical results for r small enough. For r large, the 
algorithms become unstable, especially A3 and A4, though they are theoretically better than A1 
and A2. Since the computations have been made with only 20 decimal digits, it would be interesting 
to do them with a higher precision arithmetic. 
In spite of the fact that the sets LF(r) are quite particular, they seem to be good test sets for other 
nonlinear algorithms like Levin's transforms [14]. Some results concerning different subsets of 
LOG whose associated error sequences have specific asymptotic expansions in powers of n- ~ have 
also been given in [28]. 
In Section 2, we first give some general results concerning the asymptotic expansion of sequences 
belonging to LF(r) and the associated families A(r) of functions. In the next Sections 3-6, we give 
the asymptotic expansions of sequences obtained by applying to LF(r), respectively, the above 
Algorithms A1-A4. The four algorithms are compared in Section 7. In Section 8 are studied the 
two special algorithms combining Algorithms A2 and A3. Finally, in Section 9 are given some 
numerical results obtained by applying our algorithms to various equences of LF(r) for 1 ~< r ~< 6. 
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2. The sets A(r) and LF(r) 
Definitions. (1) Let A(r) denote the set of formal power series (FPS) f(x) of the following type: 
f(x) = x + ~ O~iX 1+iv, 
i>~l 
where ~1 < 0, r/> 1 is an integer and the following characteristic value 
co(r) = ½(r + 1) - (~z/~) 
is always assumed to be different from zero. 
(2) Let LF(r) denote the set of convergent sequences (S.)• LOG whose associated error se- 
quence x. = S. - S (S = lira S., lim x. = 0) satisfies x.+ 1 =f (x . )  for some f•  A(r). 
With this definition, we can restrict our study to sequences (x.) • LF(r) converging to zero, but 
the results below are of course valid for all sequences (S.) in LF(r). 
Proposition 1. (i) For all f •  A(r), there exists a unique g • A(1) satisfying (x') = (f(x))'. 
(ii) Reciprocally, for all g • A(1), the FPS f defined by f(x) = (g(x')) 1/" belongs to A(r) for all 
r>~ l. 
Proof. We have f(x) = xf l (x ' )  where f l (x) = 1 + Xi~ 1 ~ix i. Since f l  is a unit in the algebra ~ of 
FPS (see, e.g. 1-11, p. 18, Problem 2]), there exists a unique FPS gl(x) = 1 + Y.i>~ 1 71x i satisfying 
g l(X) = (fl (x))'. Similarly, given a unit g l • ~ ,  there exists a unique fl • ~: satisfying the preceding 
equation. Therefore, we obtain (f(x))" = x ' ( f l  (x'))" = x" gl (x') = g(x r) where g(x) = xgl (x). Since 
• 1 < 0 and 71 = r~l, we also get 71 < 0. 
Now, since 72 = r~2 + ½r(r - 1)~1 z and g •A(1), c~ = 1 - (72/71 z) must be different from zero by 
definition of A(1). But 
c ;  = ( r  + 1)  - = - co(r), 
t 
therefore Co (r) is different from zero if and only if cb is different from zero. This implies that f • A (r) 
iff g •A(1). [] 
Proposition 2. The asymptotic expansion of (x . )•  LF(r), l imx,  = 0, is given by x. = al n -1/ ,+ 
a2(n)n-(l+(1/,)) + ... + ak(n)n-(k-l+(x/,)) + "", where al = ( -  r~1)-I/" > 0 and for k >1 1, 
ak(n) = Y~/R= 1ak.k-i(logn) k-i is a polynomial of degree at most k - 1 w.r.t, logn. 
Proof. It results from Proposit ion 1 and the fact that each sequence (y,) • LF(1), lim y. = 0, has an 
asymptotic expansion given by 
k 
y. = bin -1 + ~ bk(n)n -k, where bk(n) = ~ bk,k-i(logn) k-i 
k>~2 i=1 
(see for example 1,6, Ch. 8-l, 1,26, 27] where LF(1) is denoted by LOGF~). 
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When (x.) e LF(r), then (y.) = (x~,) e LF(1), hence y.+ 1 = x~,+ t = ( f (x . ) )  r = 9(x~) = O(Y.). More- 
over, since bl = - 1/71 = - 1/r~l, we get a] = bt = ( - r~l) -  1, and finally al = ( - rcq)- 1/,. [ ]  
Example. The sequence (x.) defined by x .+l  = sin(x.) and Xo = 0.5, is in LF(2). For  
X 3 X 5 X X 2 
f (x )  = x - -~. + ~.  + . . . .  x f l  (x2), with f l  (x) = 1 - ~. + ~-. + ..- 
X 2X 2 X 3 
01 (x) = (f l  (x))2 = 1 - ~ + 4~ 315 + "'" 
X 2 2X 3 X 4 
9(x) = x - ~-  + 4-5- 315 
- -+  ... ~--- X + 71 x2 "-1- 72 X3 "-[- "'" 
9 • A(1) because 
cb = 1 - 72 3 #o 
and f e A (2) because 
3 ~2 6 
Co(2) = ~- -~ = ~ # 0. 
Therefore, x. ~ x/~n-1/2.  The other coefficients of the asymptot ic  expansion can be formally 
computed by using the method described in 1-6, 27]. 
3. Algorithm AI: the modified e-algorithm for LF(r) 
Algorithm A1. For  (x.) e LF(r), define: 
( i )  = 0, = x . ;  
and for k >~ 0 
kr+l  
(ii) e~+1 = e~[-l~ + e~k+~,_ et2.~; 
(k + 1)r + 1 
(iii) C,2k°(") + 2 = e(2n; 1) ..1_ 
Definition. Now, let us introduce the associated sequence of FPS and FLS (formal Laurent series) 
defined by 
(i) e_ l (x )=0,  eo(X)=X,  and fo rk1>0;  
kr+l  
(ii) e2k+ I(X) = e2k- I f (x )  + e2k f(X) -- e2k(X)' 
(k + 1)r + 1 
(iii) e2k+2(X)  = e2kf(X ) "4- 
+ 1 f (x )  - + 1 (x ) '  
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where we use the abridged notation ek f instead of ~k o f for the composit ion of series. The following 
lemma is used in Theorem 1 below. 
Lemma 1. For  all k >1 O, the leadin9 terms of  the above FPS  and FLS  are oiven, respectively, by: 
e 2k ( X) ~ flk X k'+ I and e fkt+ l (X) "~ ~ l flk X Ik+ 1),+ I where the sequence flk is defined by induction: flo = 1, 
fll = - (r/(r + 1))~lco(r), and for  k >1 1, 
((k + 1)r + 1) ilk+l = (kr + 1) flk - - -  ratco(r) .  
Proof. Clearly, f l o= l  and ~ll(x)=f(x)--X,~l Xr+l. It is also easy to verify that 
e2(x) ~ f l l x  r+l, with fll = - ( r / ( r  + 1))ctlco(r). Now, suppose that we have already proved for 
some k/> 1 (we use the abridged notations q = kr + 1, fl' = flk + 1 and fl = ilk) 
82k-2(X)  "~' ilk-l X(k-1)r+ l = flt xq-r ' 
E~kL ,(x) ~ ~, i lk - ,  x k'+ ' = ~,fl ' x", 
~2k(x) ~ fl~x ~'+ ' = fix". 
With these simplified notations, we first compute 
g2t + l(x) = e,2t-, f (x )  + q(g2k f (x )  -- eZk(X))- X 
Using the expansions ,g2k(X) = f ix  q + TX q+" + . . . ,  and f (x )  = x + ~x "+~ + 0{2 X2r+l  n t- ..., we 
first obtain 
e2kf(X) -- e2k(X) "" q~qflXr+q(1 + AX'),  
from which we deduce at once 
C'2k+ I(X) "~ (O~lflxq+r)- I -~-~1(- ~ -'~) _ _  x-q 
Then, we compute in the same way 
e2k + 2 (X) = eZk f (x )  + (q + r)(e2k + 1 f (x )  -- e2k + l (X))- 1 
for which we obtain successively 
g2k f (x )  "" fiX q + (7 + q°hf l )x  q+, 
e2k+l f (x )  - -e2k+l(X)  "~ (q + r)(1 -- Cx ' )x  -q, 
fl 
BI = (q + r)czl, 
Hence 
where A ~2 1 =- -+ (q -  1)~1 +- - -  
where C = 
(1  ) 
B2=(q+r)  o~2+~(q+r -1)~ 2 . 
q+r7  
q fl' 
~l(q + r) q Y r 
(q + r)(e2k+ 1 f (x )  -- e2k+ 1 (X))-  1 ,,, __ flXq( 1 + Cx  2) 
108 
and 
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e2k+ 2(X) "" fix q + (7 + q~lfl) xq+" -- flXq( 1 + CX') 
"" fl" X q+', with fl" = 2 + fl(q~x~ - C). 
After some algebraic omputations, we get 
f l "= fl r - -  ~r ( r+ l )~ l+q • 
q +r  oq 
But since co(r) = ½(r + l) - (~2/:t 2) and q = kr + 1, we obtain the desired result 
f l " - (k+l ) r f l  +1(  (k r+ l ) f l - r~ lc° ( r ) ) "  [] 
Theorem I. For all (x,) e LF(r), lim x. -- 0, the asymptotic behaviour of  sequences (S~)k) obtained by 
the modified e-algorithm is given by: 
g~)k "~ k!(co(r))k( _ r~l)- lit n -(k+(llr)). 
(r + 1)(2r + 1).--(kr + l) 
Proof.  Using the recurrence relationship given in Lemma 1, we obtain 
(k + 1)r0cl Co 
(k + 1)r + 1 
and from the initial values flo and ill, we deduce the general term: 
flk 
( - 1)kk!(rcq Co) k 
(r + 1)(2r + 1)...(kr + l)" 
Now, since -(") # . rk + 1 O2k = ~'2k(Xn) "~" i~k.~n and x. ,~ ( - r~q n)-1/r (Proposition 2), we obtain the desired 
result. [] 
Corol lary I (Rule of signs and acceleration). (i) For (x.) e LF(r),for n large enough and k arbitrarily 
f ixed, we have e~)k > 0 when co(r) > 0 and ( - 1) k et2"k ) > 0 when co(r) < O. 
(k + 1)co(r) 
(ii) lim.-.+~o(ne~)k+2/e~) -- (k + 1)r + 1' 
therefore each column sequence (with an even index) converges faster than the preceding one. 
l~(n) /~(n)'i (iii) For n f ixed, limk -. + oo [C,2k + 2/C'2k.I = (Co (r)/n), therefore diagonal sequences are linearly conver- 
gent for n large enough. 
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4. Algorithm A2: the modified A 2 algorithm for LF(r) 
Algorithm A2. Given (x.) e LF(r), define the following family of sequences: 
(i) 6to ") = x.; 
and for all k >~ 0 
(ii) Wk+ Ix(n) = t~(kn+ 1) (k + 1)r + 1 A6tk")d6~ "+1) 
kr + 1 d 2 6tk.) 
Definition. Let us now define the associated sequence of FPS: 
(i) go(X) = x; 
and for all k t> 0 
(k + 1)r + 1 (6kf(X) -- 6k(X))(6kf2(x) -- 6kf(x)) 
(ii) CSk+I(X ) = 6kf(X) kr + 1 6kf2(x) -- 26kf(X) + 6k(X) 
where 6kf(x)  = 6k(f(x)) and f2(x) = f( f (x)) .  
The following lemma gives the asymptotic behaviour of these FPS. 
Lemma 2. Let flo = 1 and flk+ x = - ralco(r)flk/((k + 1)r + 1)for k >1 O, then 6k(x) ~ flkx k+ l 
109 
then 
Finally, we get, after some algebraic omputations 
q + r N ( x ) ( ( q l  
q D(x) "  flx~ 1 + q+rA+~(q+r+l )~ l - - -  
from which we deduce 
6k + 1 (X) = 6k f (x)  q + r S (x)  .~ fl, xq +, + 7,xq + 2, + ... 
q D(x) 
6kf2(x) -- bkf(X) ~ qalflXq+r(1 + (A + (q + r)al)x'), 
N(x) = (6k f(X) -- 6k(X) (6k f2(x) -- 6k f(x))  " q20~21f12 x q+ 2"(1 -Jr" (2A "~ (q + r)~t,)x'), 
D(x) = t~kf2(x ) -- 26kf(X) + 6k(X) 
~q(q+r)~t~f lx  q+2" 1+ +~(q+r -1)~q-k  l+- -q+r  A x' . 
~tl / / 
Proof. As in Lemma 1 of Section 3, we use the simplified notations f l '= ilk+l, fl = flk and 
q = rk + 1. Assume that fig(X) .~ f ix ~ + ~x q+r + ... and compute 6k+ ~(X). We obtain successively: 
~kf(X)  -- 6k(X) " q~lf lXq+r(1 + Ax ' ) ,  =--+ (q-- 1)~ + 1 + 
Ot I 2 
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where 
fl' = ? + q oq fl - - - -  
flq A 1 
q +r  ---2(q 
(X 2 
+ r + 1)~d/+- - /L  
and after simplif ication: 
r~Xx co(r) 
y= - -13 .  [] q+r  
Theorem 2. For (Xn)eLF(r), l imx .  = 0, the asymptotic behaviour of the kth column sequence 
generated by Algorithm A2 is given by 
6~. ~ (co(r))~( - r~, ) -  ~/" ,~ n - (k  +(1/r)) 
(r + 1)(2r + 1). . -(kr + 1) 
Proof. Using the recursion given in Lemma 2, start ing with fig = 1, we obtain at once: 
( -- r~lco(r)) k
(r + 1)(2r + 1)--.(kr + 1)" 
Since 6~k ") = 6k(X,) ~ ekX,a - kr+ l and x, ~ ( -- r~ln)- 1/,, we get the desired result. [ ]  
Corollary 2 (Rule of signs and acceleration). (i) For (Xn) e LF(r) for n large enough and k fixed, we 
have 6tk ") > 0 when co(r) > 0 and ( - 1)kd~ n) > 0 when co(r) < O. 
, e(n) (ii) lira,_. + ~ tnok + 1/6~k "~) = co(r)/((k + l ) r  + 1), therefore ach column sequence converges faster 
than the preceding one. 
ti. .~ (n) (iii) limk -. + ~ i r~u k + 1/~ n)) = C O (r)/nr, therefore the diagonal sequences converge superlinearly, for 
n fxed.  
5. Algorithm A3: the iterated Lubkin's transform 
The fol lowing a lgor i thm coincides with the classical iterated Lubkin's transform [16] (or 02- 
,t.~ therefore it algorithm), because the constant  appear ing in ~'k+~xtn) cancels in the ratio defining tk+1, 
does not  depend on r. 
Algorithm A3. For  (x.) e LF(r), define 
(i) tto"} = .x.; 
and for all k >i 0 
(ii) ~k+X "(") = t~k.+l) + 
(d "+') -ok+,""))ad "+" 
At~ n+l ) AX(n) 
- -  L~k+ l 
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x(') is defined by where the sequence ,,k + 1 
(,,) = ttk,+ l} (k + 1)r + 1 At(kn) At(k "+ ~) 
k+l  
kr + 1 A 2 t~n~ 
Definition. Let us now introduce the associated transforms on FPS. Given f ~ A (r) and g defined 
by 
g(X) -~- ~)0 Xq "4- ~)1Xq+r all- ]Y2 Xq+2r + "" 
where q = kr + 1, we define: 
(Ag(x) ) (Agf (x ) )  
fikg(X) = g f (x )  d2g(x ) , 
(gf(x)  -- 6kg(x)(gf2(x)  -- gf(x)) 
Okg(x) = g f (x )  + 
(gf2(x) -- g f (x ) )  -- (3kgf(x)  -- 6kg(X))" 
Here we still use the abridged notations gf (x )  for g( f (x ) ) ,  f2(x) for f ( f (x ) ) ,  and 
Ag(x) = g( f (x ) )  - g(x), A2 g(x) = g(f2(x))  - 2g( f (x ) )  + g(x). 
Lemma 3. For q = kr + 1 and g(x) = yoX q + ), ix q+r + ~)2 Xq+2r "~ "" ,  we obtain: 
O~g(x) ~ ~'~x q+" + ~x ~+2' + ..-, 
where Y'l = yor2:tlco(r)/q(q + r). 
Proof. By formal computation, we first obtain successively: 
gf(x) - f (x )  .,. q~l yoXq+'(1 + Ax ' ) ,  
where 
1 q+ry l  
A ~2 + (q - -  1 )~1 + - -  (see the proof of Lemma 2). 
= ~t--~ 2 q 7o 
In the same way, we have gf2(x) - g f (x )  ,,, q~lyoXq+'(1 + ((q + r)~l + A)x  ~) and finally we get 
6kg(X ) ~, 2xq  +r ~_ tt/x2q +2r  .3ff . . . ,  where 2 = - rCq ToCo(r)/(q + r). 
From this result, we first deduce: 
gf (x )  -- (Skg(X) " 7oXq(1 + BX¢), 
where 
_ roq co(r) 
B = q0q + 71 + - - ,  then 6kgf(x)  -- 6kg(x) ~ -- ~2~co(r)xq+2", 
Yo q+r  
D(x) = denominator of the fraction in Okg(X) 
r 
~ qCqToxq+r(1 + (A + (q + r)oq + -Oqco(r ) )x ' ) ,  
q 
N(x )  = numerator of the same fraction 
,.~ q~l ]:20X2q+'(1 + (A + (q + r)cq + B)x ' ) ,  
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whence 
D(x-----) "~ )'°xq 1 + qcq + 71 - -  ~lco(r) x" 
70 q(q + r) 
and finally 
Okg(X) = gf(x) -- N(x)/D(x) ~ ~'1 x q+" + ~x q+2' 
with Y'I = r2ctl ToCo(r)/q(q + r). [] 
Theorem 3. For (x , )e  LF(r), l imx ,  = 0, the asymptotic behaviour of the kth column sequence 
generated by Algorithm A3 is given by 
ttkn ) ( -- 1)(r2 co(r))k( -- roq)- 1/~ 
" ,~ n - (k + 1/ r )  
(r + 1)2(2r + 1) 2. . . ( (k  - 1)r + 1)2(kr + 1) 
Proof. Let us define the sequence of FPS: to(X) = x and for all k >i 0, tk+ 1 (X) = Oktk(X). By Lemma 
3, we obtain tk(X) ~ flkX k'+ 1 + y~xtk+ 1),+ 1, with fig = 1 and 
[3k+1 = r2:qco(r)flk/(kr + 1)((k + 1)r + 1). 
This gives immediately by induction: 
flk = (r2Oqco(r))k/(r + 1)2(2r + 1) 2 -..((k - 1)r + 1)2(kr + 1). 
Since t(k ") tk(X.) ~ a vk,+l = ~'k~. and x. ~ ( -- r~l n)- 1/,, we obtain the desired result. [ ]  
Corollary 3 (Rule of signs and acceleration). (i) For (x,) e LF(r), for k f ixed and n large enough, we 
have ( -  1)kttk ") > 0 when co(r) > 0 and ttk ") > 0 when co(r) < O. 
(ii) " (") llm._. + go (ntk+ 1/t(k ")) = -- rco(r)/(kr + 1)((k + 1)r + 1), therefore each column sequence con- 
verges faster than the preceding one. 
(iii) " 2 (.) (.) hmk-, + ~ (k tk+ 1/tk )= --co(r)/nr, therefore, diagonal sequences converge superlinearly for 
any n fixed. 
6. Algorithm A4: the 0-algorithm 
We first recall the rules of the 0-algor ithm (see [3], [4, Ch. 2]. Of  course, this a lgor i thm is 
independent  of r. 
Algorithm A4. For  (x,) e LF(r), define: 
(i) 0~)1 = O, 0(o ") = x.; 
and for all k >/0 
(ii) V2k +/~(n) 1 = O(2n:_1) + (O(nk+ l) - -  O(2n)) - 1; 
(iii) a(") O~-l) (AO~-I)~IAO(n+I)~tA2,~(.) 1 V2k+2 ~ -~- / ( z J t l2k+l / (Z~ V2k+l ) -  
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Definition. We also introduce the corresponding sequence of FPS and FLS associated with 
f (x )  e A (r): 
(i) O-l(x)  = O, Oo(x) = x; 
and for all k i> 0 
(ii) 02k+ l(x) = 02k- l f (x )  + (AOzk(x))- l; 
(iii) 02k+2(x) = 02k f (x )  + (A O2k f(X))(AOzk + I f(x))(A202k + I(X))- l, 
where Ag(x)  = 9f (x )  - 9(x), A29(x) = of2(x) - 2of(x)  + 9(x) for any FPS O(x). 
Lemma 4. For k >~ 1, there holds 
02k(X) ~ flkX k'+l and 02k+l(x)"-((k + 1)~lflkXlk+!lr+l) -1, 
where flo = 1, f l  = rZcqco(r)/( r + 1), and for k >~ 1, 
rflk (r~_~_jco(r) kr +1 flk ) 
f k+ l=(k+l ) r+ l \k r+ l  (k - -1 - ) r+ l fk_ l / "  
Proof. From the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 3, we already know that 01(x)~(~,x '+~)  -1 and 
02(x) ~ r2~1 co(r)x "+ 1/(r + 1). Now let us assume that 
02k-2(X) ~ f lk - lX  q-~ (with q = kr + 1) and 02k-l(X)"~ ((q -- r)flk-l~tlXq) -1 
For the sake of simplicity, we set fl' = fig- b fl = fig. Therefore, there exist some constants Y and 
6 such that OEk(X ) ~ fxqd l  - ~xq+rdt  - (~X q+2r. Now, we compute the asymptotic equivalents of 
02k+ ~(X) and 02k+2(X). We first obtain formally: 
1 2 
q~lf lxq+r + x q, 
02k +, (x) ~ 
where 
1 1 ct2 q+r  7 _ r/ and r/= (q -1 )~ +- -  +- - - .  
2 (q - -  r)~lfl '  q~lf l  5 ~tl q fl 
Then, we compute 02k + 2(X) = 02kf(X) + N(x)/D(x) ,  where N(x)  = (A 02k f (x ) ) (A  02k + 1 f (x ) )  and 
D(x) = d 2 02 k + 1 (X) = A 02k + 1 f (x )  -- A 02k + l (X). 
We obtain successively: 
A 02k + 1 (X) = 02k + I f (x )  -- O:k + I (X) "~ 
where 
l (q+r ) (q+r+ 1) e l  q+r  ct2 
2 q 
A 02k + 1 f (x)  "- 
fl q fl ~ l 
q+r__~__l (1_  ( 
q fix q \  q~l + 
q+r  1 v 
- -  "JU - -  
q fiX q x q - ' '  
~A~I ,  
q r v)xr) q+ 
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AO2kf(X) "" qoqf lxq+'(1 + (rl + (q + r)o~l)Xr), 
O~ 1 
D(x) ... (q + r) ~-~a-~ (1 -- px ' ) ,  
where 
1 ~t2 q - r 
p=~(q+ l )c t - - - -+  flv. 
cq q+r  
This leads to ( N (x)/  D(x)  ) ... - fl xq(1 + axr), where a = p + tl + r ~l - (q/(q + r) ) flv, and finally 
02k+ 2(X) " flk +l X q+'. The constant flk + 1 = 7 + (q~l -- a)fl, after some algebraic calculations in- 
volving the various constants a, p, v, r/, )~ introduced above, is shown to satisfy the following 
recurrence relationship: 
r) 1 = __  ~1 Co (r )  q ,  fig [ ]  
(q + fir q q -- r f ig -  1 
Lemma 5. Let  {Ogk} be the sequence defined by: 
o90= 1, o91= 1/ ( r+ l ) ,  
and for  k >~ 1 
( 1 r (k r+ l )  tog ) 
_ tOk kr  1 (k  - 1)r  1 o)~- 1" (Ok+l (k + 1)r + 1 + + " 
I t  satisfies the fo l lowin9 properties: 
(i) l imk- ,+~(kr  + 1)((k + l)r + 1)(Ogk+l/Ogk) = 1. 
(ii) The sequence UR = [(r + 1)(2r + 1)-'. (kr + 1) ]2tOk  converges when k - ,  + oo. 
Proof. (i) Setting wk+ 1 = (kr + 1)((k + 1)r + 1)(tOk+ l/(Ok), the sequence {Wk} is defined by: 
W 1 = 1, 
and for k >~ 1 
Wk+l = l - -  r(kr + l) 
((k - 1)r + 1) 2 Wk = 1 -- ;tkWk. 
The coefficient 2k of Wk obviously satisfies (k + 1)/k 2 <<. 2k <~ k/(k - 1) 2 for all r 1> 1. Consider the 
sequence {Zk} defined by 
g 2 ~ 1, 
and for k >~ 2 
Zk+ l = 1 --2RZk. 
We have wz = 1 - r(r + 1) = Zz - r(r + 1), and by induction we obtain, for k >~ 3: 
Wk = Zk -~ ( - -  1)k -1 '~2) ,3  " ' "  ) .k - l r ( r  + 1). 
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Since 
1 (k + 1)! k! 
2 (k!) 2 ~< 22 " '"  '~'k ~< ((k -- 1)!) 2, 
we see that limk-. + ~ (w~ - zk) = 0, therefore we can restrict our study to the sequence {z~}. One 
easily checks that 0 ~< z5 ~< 1. Assuming that 0 ~< zk ~< 1 for some k/> 1, it is also easy to verify that 
0 ~< z~+ l ~< 1, thus the sequence {Zk} is bounded.  
This implies that limk-. + ~ Zk = 1 = limk -. + ~ Wk, which proves (i). 
(ii) The sequence {Uk} satisfies the following recurrence relationship: 
Uo = 1, U 1 = r + 1, and for k >t 1 
(k + 1)r + 1 ( 
Uk+l  = kr + 1 U k ~1 
r 
(k - -1 ) r+ luk - t  " 
Since 
Uk+l = [(k + 1)r + 1] 2 tO~+-------~l =(k  + 1)r + 1 
Uk Ok kr + 1 
Wk+l ,  
we have limk -~ + ~ (Uk + 1 Ink)  = 1. 
Therefore, for k large enough, Uk +1 has the same sign as Uk, and we have, 
since 
uk ,.~ 1: 
Uk-  ! 
Uk + 1 - -  Uk ~" - -  
2r 2 Uk 
((k - 1)r + 1)(kr + 1)" 
This implies that either {Uk} is positive decreasing or negative increasing. In both cases, it is 
convergent. [ ]  
Theorem 4. For (xn) ~ LF(r) and lim x. = 0, the asymptotic behaviour of the kth column sequence 
generated by Algorithm A4 is given by 
0~ "~ (rE ~t co(r) )k tok Xkr+ l, where x. ~ ( - r~l n) - l/r. 
Proof. By setting [3k = (r2~tlco)ktok, one readily deduces the recurrence relationship on {t Ok} from 
the one defining {ilk} in Lemma 4. []  
7. Comparison of the four algorithms and Steffensen's method 
As a consequence of Theorems 1-4, we have the following 
Theorem 5. Let (S.) ~ LF(r), lim S. = S, and let x. = S. - S. Then we have the following results on 
the transforms of(x.) by the four Al#orithms A1-A4,  i.e., on the error sequences associated with the 
transforms of(S.). 
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tx(")/o(")~ 1/k!, therefore Algorithms A1 and A2 have the same rate of convergence, (i) lim, -. + ~ Wk /~.2k  =
but A2 is better than A1 when k increases. 
( - -  1)kr k 
(ii) ,-.+~lim (t~k")/6tk "~)= (r 4- 1)(2r 4- 1) "" ((k - 1)r 4- 1)' 
therefore Algorithms A2 and A3 are comparable, but A3 is better when k increases. 
(iii) lim (O~k/t~k ")) = (r + 1)2(2r + 1) 2... ((k - 1)r + 1)2(kr + 1)tOg = Uk/(kr + 1) 
(Theorem 4), therefore Algorithms A3 and A4 are comparable~ but A4 is better when k increases 
because { Uk } is bounded. 
Another consequence of Theorem 1 is the behaviour of the modified Steffensen sequence for fixed 
point sequences in LF(r). For fe  A(r) (see Definition (1) in Section 2), it is defined by: 
( f (x . )  - -  Xn)  2 
Xn+ 1 =Xn- - ( r4 -  1) 
f2(x,) - 2f(x,) + x, '  
Xo given. 
Since, by Lemma 2 (k = 1), 
x,+l ~ r + 1 ~oCo Xn) r+l, 
we see that the convergence order is r 4- 1. 
8. Combining Algorithms A2 and A3 
Algorithms A2 and A3 are simpler than Al and A4 because they only need the knowledge of the 
kth sequence to construct he (k + 1)th one. We use these facts to define two new algorithms having 
their own interest. 
Algorithm A5. For (x,) ~ LF(r), define the following sequences: 
(i) z (O n) : X n ; 
(2k + 1)r + 1AZ~k")Artk "+1~ 
2kr + 1 m2T(k  n) ' 
(iii) ,t.~ ~.+I) (Z~k "+I~ ~") V~k "+I) tk+ I = I, k "~ - -  Vk+l ) 'Z~ • 
_ (n+ 1) A,~(n) 
A~l,k - -  ~Uk+ 1 
1 (iv) -<"~ - ~tn~ ~.) = LrOk+x + (2kr + 1)tk+l]. 
" [k+ 1 (2k + 1)r + 1 
Then the results of Sections 2 and 3 imply the following. 
and for k >~ 0 
(ii) ~") _(n+ 11 
~'k+ 1 ~ "~k 
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Theorem 6. For (x,) ~ LF(r), lim Xn = O, the asymptotic behaviour of the kth sequence 9enerated by 
Algorithm A5 is oiven by: 
~") = O(n- " ' / ' )  + ~k)) 
in the 9eneric ase, i.e. when the constants appearing in the leading terms of the asymptotic expansions 
are nonzero. 
Proof. By induction on k. For k = 0, we have: 
6(i ") = x,+x -- (r + 1) Z~Xn'aXn+l 
A2 Xn 
(x .+ 1 - a ( , " ) )ax .+ 1 
r~lco x;+l + 0(x2,+1), 
r+ l  
t (") = Xn+ 1 + 
therefore, we obtain: 
I 
-C(1 n) __. _ _  
r+ l  
rz0~lco  
Ax,+I -A6]  ") r+ l  
,+1 0(x2. ,+1) ,  - - X  n + 
(r6(n) +t]n)) = O(Xanr+ I) = O(n-(2+(I/r))). 
In fact, we obtain more precisely: 
• . 3v+l  Z]n)'~ 21Yzr+l-n -F tXlatn + "'" 
the constant 21 being rather complicated and nonzero in the generic ase. 
Suppose that after the kth step we have obtained a sequence whose asymptotic expansion is 
given by 
T~") ,'~ I~k"~'n] vZkr+l  + ~lkx~Zk+ l) r+ l .31- . , .  . 
By applying Lemma 2 with 2k instead of k, we obtain: 
6,., rotlco ~ v(Zk+ 1)r+ a O(x(Zk+2,,+ 1). k+l  '~' r'k'a'n "~ (Zk + 1)r + 1 
Similarly, we deduce from Lemma 3 
t(n) r z~ lcO ] v (Zk+ 1)r+ 1 O(x(nZk+2)r+l )  
k+l  ~ ~k~n + • (Zkr + 1)((Zk + 1)r + 1) 
and the linear combination gives 
zt.) 1 
k+l  
~.x(n) ,, .(. ,  O(x(.Zk+2),+ 1) 
(Zk + 1)r + 1 ~-~'k+l + (2kr + ~J,k+l} = 
More specifically, we obtain 
In) ,~ 2k+lY(2k+2)r+l  y(2k+3)r+ 17~k + I "*n "}= I lk+ 1 "*n -lt- "'" 
where the constant 2 k + 1 depends on the first coefficients of the expansion of Z(k "). If we assume that 
2k is nonzero in the generic ase, we obtain the desired result, since x, .-. ( - r~l n)- '/'. [] 
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Unfortunately, this theorem does not give precise results on the signs of the quantities ~["). From 
this point of view, the following algorithm is better. 
Algorithm A6. 
(i) ~<o ") = x.; 
and for k/> 0 
(ii) ~k+X~") 1 = ~" + 1) 
For (x.) e LF(r), define 
(iii) ,k+'~") 1 = ~(n+l )  q_ 
(k + 1)r + 1 A~[")A~[ "+l) 
kr + 1 d2~tkn) ' 
(~(n+l) __ ~k+~(n)1)A~(n+l) 
~(n) A~ "+1) -  Agk+l 
In other words, Algorithm A6 consists first in applying both A2 and A3 to the same sequence ~tk"), 
then in taking the sequence generated by Algorithm A2 (modified A 2) as the new sequence ~:~") k+ 1. 
Theorem 7. (i) For (x~) e LF(r), lim x, = 0, the asymptotic behaviours of the two sequences ~tk") and 
ttk ") generated at step k of Algorithm A6 are given by: 
( ~vkx.  ( r+ l ) (2 r+ l ) . . . (k r+ l )  -oqn/  \n /  
t(k n) ^, vkr+ l ,%, __ ~ __  
"" rk-', (r + 1)..- (kr + 1)((k - 1)r + 1) at n /  k n / 
where flk = ( -- rCqco)k/[(r + 1)(2r + 1)... (kr + 1)] and YR = -- rflk/((k -- 1)r + 1). This result 
shows that the two values ~tk") and ttk "~ have opposite signs. 
(ii) The associated linear combination at step k (if desired) is 
1 (r~tk ") + ((k - 1)r + 1)t~k ")) = O(n-tk+l+u/m). 
k r+ l  
Proof. Assuming ~") o ~k,+l 0(X~+1) ,+1)  "~ Vk-~. + we get, by Lemmas 2 and 3: 
~(n) 1X(nk+ 1),+ 1 __ - -  rO~lCO 
k+l  ~ flk+ with flk+l (k + 1)r+ 1 fig' 
y2~ICo 
~k+l*(n) ,-~ ~k+l ' *nv(k+l ) r+ l  with Yk+l = 
(kr + 1)((k + 1)r + 1) fl/' 
which is also equal to - rflk+ 1/(kr + 1). 
Then by induction on k we obtain the values of flk and Yk and the coefficients of the linear 
combination. [] 
The main interest of Algorithm A6 lies in the fact that for an arbitrary sequence (S.) e LF(r), of 
limit S, the errors associated with the two sequences Ctk") and ttk ~) have opposite signs: 
(a) If Co > 0, then we have (for n large enough): 
") .< s 
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a_ 
~o 
I 
II 
H 
¢'4 
I 
7 
¢'4 < + 
~+ 
II 
H 
~+ 
I l l l l f l l l  
7777 7777 
c,i . . . .  r-: o6o< o< 
I I I I I I I 
  777777  77  
O< ¢,,i o6 ~ ~ ,-.= r-: ~ ~ ¢' , i , . - : , . .= o< 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I  
,6 , ,6 -= ~c- i , -=  ~ ¢ , ie4 . - : . . .=  
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I ~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I 
I I ~ I I I [ I i I I I I I I I I 
 77777777777777 77 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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..d 
I 
I 
I< I 
0 
¢'4 
II 
÷ 
+ 
.<  
II 
II 
I I I I I I I I I  
~ ,-.; r..: ~ eq .-.; o6 ~ ~ ¢-i ¢.-i ~" .--; 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I l l l  
I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
eq , ' , ' : , r - i , - . ; - - - ;o6  ~ ~' .n :~:  ~ ~, , ' : , rq  e4 ¢ ' - i¢ , i tq  
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
77q'77q'7777777777777 
o6~¢- - i t ' - , i  . . . . . .  eg~r . . . : r . . : , . .6 , .6 , , , ' : ,~  
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..d 
A 
~5 
H 
t-q 
H 
,..,¢ 
H 
Z: 
.7 + 
+ 
< 
.<  
II 
.7 
H 
~+ 
I I I I I I I I r  
  '7 7 777 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I l l l l  
' ,~rc '~cqO~cqtr ' ,~ec~cq,~l -~ .It. 
77 777 7 7  7  7 
~ ~ ¢q , - - :  , - . - ;o6 , ,6  ~ ~ ¢.,i r-,i . . . .  
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, , , ,  77777777777 
,,6 ~ ,-.: ,--; o6 w-; ~ ~ t,,i r-,i . . . . .  
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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Table 4 
Algor i thm A5 (Combinat ion of  A2 and A3), f l (x)  = x - x 2, Xo = 0.5, Co = 1, f2(x) = x - x 4, Xo = 0.5, Co = 2 
k=l  k=2 k=3 k=4 
fl k k k f, f2 ft fa 
-0.71 -0 .59 7 .2 -6  -6 .2 -4  3 .4 -6  3 .1 -7  
-9 .9 -3  -5 .9 -2  - I .2 -5  -1 .0 -4  -1 .1 -8  6 .1 -8  
-3 .5 -3  -2 .4 -2  -3 .6 -6  -2 .8 -5  -2 .8 -9  1 .8 -8  
-1 .7 -3  -1 .3 -2  -1 .4 -6  - I .0 -5  -1 .0 -9  6 .6 -9  
- I .0 -3  -8 .2 -3  -6 .3 -7  -4 .6 -6  -4 .3 -10  2 .8 -9  
-6 .5 -4  -5 .7 -3  -3 .2 -7  -2 .3 -6  -2 .0 -10  1 .3 -9  
-4 .4 -4  -4 .1 -3  -1 .8 -7  -1 .3 -6  -1 .0 -10  6 .4 -10  
-3 .1 -4  -3 .1 -3  -1 .1 -7  -7 .6 -7  -5 .7 -11  3 .4 -10  
-2 .3 -4  -2 .4 -3  -6 .7 -8  -4 .7 -7  -3 .3 -11  1 .8 -10  
-1 .8 -4  -1 .9 -3  -3 .0 -8  -3 .1 -7  -2 .0 -11  1 .1 -10  
-1 .4 -4  -1 .6 -3  -2 .1 -8  -2 .1 -7  -1 .2 -11  4 .5 -11  
-1 .1 -4  -1 .3 -3  -1 .5 -8  - I .5 -7  -7 .8 -12  6 .3 -11  
-9 .1 -5  -1 .1 -3  -1 .1 -8  -1 .0 -7  
-7 .5 -5  -9 .6 -4  -8 .1 -9  -7 .7 -8  
-6 .3 -5  -8 .3 -4  -5 .8 -8  
-7 .2 -4  
-6 .3 -4  
1.8 - 10 
2.1 - 11 
2.7 - 12 
4.9 - 13 
3 .6 -  14 
3.3 - 14 
-2 .4 -  13 
-1 .5 -  12 
1 .6 -  11 
(,) 
-6 .3  - I1 
-9 .8 -  11 
-5 .5 - I1  
-4 .0 -  I1 
- 8.3 - 12 
-5 .4 -  11 
5 .6 -  11 
1.8 - 10 
-2 ,3  - 11 
(*) 
(b) If Co < 0, then we have (for n large enough): 
for k even: ttk "~ ~< S ~< ~ 
for k odd: Ctk~l ~< S ~< t~k ~. 
9. Numerical results 
We have tested Algorithms A1-A6 on the family of fixed point sequences: 
Xo --- 0.5, 
r+ l  
Xn+ 1 = X n - -  X n =A(Xn)  
for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Since we have Co = ½(r + 1) therefore, by Theorems 1-4, the behaviours of the 
transformed sequences are the following (for n large enough): 
(a) The sequences of the kth column are O(n -~k+ 1/,i), 
(b) we have: 
e~k )>0,  d~ n~>0, (--1)kt~k n~>0, 0~2 "~<0 and ( - -1 )k0~<0 fo rk>/2 .  
These signs are observed on numerical results unless the algorithms become unstable. The best 
algorithm, both for stability and precision, seems to be A2, i.e., the modified A 2 algorithm. But of 
course this has to be confirmed by numerical experiments on a larger scale. The computations have 
been made with 20 decimal digits on a Sharp pocket computer. 
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We give some examples in Tables 1-7. Under  the letter corresponding to each algorithm, we 
have given the sign predicted by the study of asymptot ic  expansions. A star indicates that 
numerical  instabilities begin to occur. 
For Aloorithms A1-A4 
Table 1 corresponds to r = 2, 
Table 2 corresponds to r = 3, 
Table 3 corresponds to r = 4. 
For Aloorithm A5 
Table 4 corresponds to r = 1 and 3. 
For Algorithm A6 
LC is the l inear combinat ion of A2 and A3. 
Table 5 corresponds to r = 2, 
Table 6 corresponds to r = 4, 
Table 7 corresponds to r = 6. 
It is important  o note that in A6 the two sequences obtained at each step have opposite signs. 
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